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Flooding in England

~2.5m properties at risk of flooding from rivers and the sea

~1m of these are in Coastal Areas

~3m at risk of flooding from surface water



Who we are and how we work: 
governance
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Flood & coastal erosion risk management 

(FCRM) policy & research

Local councils (coastal erosion management), 

spatial planning

Regulator: water, waste, carbon, biodiversity

Operator: FCRM strategy, mapping & 

modelling, warning & informing, incident 

management, partnership working, direct 

investment (river & sea flooding) & budget 

management

Adviser: policy development and delivery

Marine spatial planning, marine licensing 

& management

Biodiversity adviser and regulator, 

including designated sites

Department for Communities 

and Local Government



Who we are and how we work: 
strategic FCRM planning at the coast
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National FCRM Strategy         Shoreline Management Plans                     Coastal / Estuary Strategies                   Projects

Update scheduled Mid-term reviews, risk analysis            Thames Estuary, Humber, Exe, Cumbria          Clacton, Dawlish



Understanding risk: mapping, modelling & data 

Updating our National Flood Risk Assessment

Coastal Flood Boundary data set improvements

Updates to National Coastal Erosion Maps

Coastal Hazard Mapping

Modelling standards in large estuaries and open coasts

iCoasst

Wave ensemble modelling

Other research priorities



Understanding risk: a renewed coastal focus
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https://www.networkrailmediacentre.co.uk/Gallery/Dawlish-damage-before-the-14th-Feb-storms-1e31.aspx
https://www.networkrailmediacentre.co.uk/Gallery/Dawlish-damage-before-the-14th-Feb-storms-1e31.aspx


Understanding risk: key initiatives (1)

National Flood Risk Assessment 
Data improvements from Met Office Wave Watch III 34 year hindcast, 
sea defence asset data from Asset Information Management System 
and new Surf Zone Digital Terrain Model

Modelling improvements to joint probability, wave transformation and 
overtopping models

Coastal Flood Boundary data
Updates to spatially consistent set of sea levels, uncertainty data and design 
surge profiles using new data from coastal monitoring.

Coastal Erosion data
Updates to nationally consistent coastal erosion projections using local 
authority information and tested methodology, with public facing maps.



Understanding risk: key initiatives (2)

Major Incident Ready Programme

H19 East Coast review

Coastal modelling standards

Coastal Hazard Maps
Inter-operability: guidelines and 

training

Gap analysis

Consistency in modelling and

visualisation
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Helen Colyer: Project Manager



Understanding risk: key initiatives (3)

Integrated Coastal Sediment Systems (iCoasst)
Coastal & Estuarine Systems Maps

Coastal State Indicators evaluation

Model improvements: ASMITA, UnaLinea and SCAPE+

New models: ESTEEM and Meso-I

Model linkage demonstrations

Wave ensemble modelling improvements
probabilistic tide/surge water level plus sea state

operational Ensemble Prediction System (EU FP7 ‘Mywave’)

future combination with real time in situ observation data 
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Understanding risk: 
other research activities 

Better understanding and management of mixed beaches

Improvements to the ‘Eurotop’ manual

Innovation in beach recharge techniques

Synthesising analytical approaches to sediment budgets

Effective management of defence toe structures



Managing risk: planning (1)

Humber strategy update

400,000 people below the 5m contour, £billions at 
risk

2007 approved strategy including £323million 25 
year expenditure and strategic approach to habitat 
creation

New legislation (2010), ‘Partnership Funding’ 
(2012) and tidal surge (2013: 40km defences 
overtopped, 7,000ha flooded)

Revised strategy incorporates mathematical 
modelling for decision support, new site 
investigation techniques and green infrastructure
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Managing risk: planning (2)

Thames Estuary Asset Management 
2100

2012 ‘TE2100’ plan involves £3.2billion 
investment in first forty years 2010-2050

First 10 years of delivery being taken forward by 
integrated specialist team

Thames Barrier: APF 0.7% assuming 5 times 
annual closure. By 2070, 70 times annual closure

Downstream exposure of asset system, upstream 
complex composite structures

Towards an ISO55000 accredited optimised 
replacement and adaptation regime
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Managing risk: practising (1)

Dawlish

Scenario planning for 25km stretch of strategic 
south west rail network (built 1840)

Sand spit recharge using dredge from local ebb 
delta

Re-activation of dune processes and removal of 
damaging assets

Improved storm sheltering for Exe estuary 
communities (2900 properties), infrastructure and 
SPA bird communities (numbering 93,000)
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Managing risk: practising (2)

Clacton on Sea, Essex

£36 million to protect over 3,000 
homes over 100 years

Partnership funding: £4 million 
combined local authority funding, 
£0.5million Growth Fund 

23 fish tail rock groynes, 
950,000m3 beach recharge

Towards regeneration…
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Forecasting in England



• National Forecasting service 

• 7 Centres provide services to Areas 

• Thames Barrier



Thinking 
Big

Acting 
Early

Being 
Visible

Enhanced situational 
awareness

- Resilience rostering

- Scenario planning

- Exercising

- Dredging

BAU                                               3 – 2 Months                                           1 Month                10 to 6  days 5 to 2 days                        up to 

2 days  

Escalating National Response

Tone Setting – Assess 

and prepare

- Asset contingency 

plan

- Kit deployment 

planning

- Community relations

Pre-emptive media brief

Planning and prepare

- Pre-emptive MP brief

- Focussed scenario  

planning

- National Planning 

cell

- Media briefing

Planning & Response

- COBR

- NOIMT

- Focussed planning

- Pre-emptive MP brief

- Media briefings

Response & Recovery

- SCGs

- Deploy Temp Defences

- Flood Response Plans

- Media Briefings

- Final checks

Response & Recovery

- All cells activated

- NOIMT / COBR

- Check asset 

conditions

- Mutual aid

- Requests to move kit

- Big comms

- Recovery phase plan

Increasing  number of people involved in preparation and response 

Increasing  resolution and confidence in forecasts 



BAU / beyond 3 months ahead



Understanding risk



2 - 3 months ahead



Met Office 3 month outlook
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1 month ahead



Forecast Products – monthly outlook
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6 – 10 days ahead



National Duty Manager Briefing
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FFC Briefing Notes
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Hydromet Guidance
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Out to 5 days ahead



Detailed Hydromet Guidance
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Forecast Meteorological Data
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Flood Guidance Statement
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Local Flood Outlook
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Tidal / Heavy Rainfall Alerts
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National Flood Forecasting Duty Officer
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Thank you


